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We have been observed volcano eruption plumes with GMS and NOAA 
satellites these several years. With the IR sensing of satellites 
we obtained images of the distributions of the brightness tempera
ture in the plumes and analysed them from aerological radio sound
ing (raob) data and other data. 

2 Plume surface temperature and plume dispersion 
In a plume image the brightness temperature is of the plume 

surface and is generally considered that an estimate of the plume 
altitude can be obtained through the relationship between environ
mental air temperature and height. In estimating the plume height 
we should, however, consider the effect of the atmospheric dif
fusion in our case. The plume gets thinner at longer downwind dis
tances, and in the sa te 11 i te I R sens i ng it appears to get warme r in 
temperature and hence lower in altitude. 

This fact is presented in Fig. 1 regarding a large eruption 
which occurred on Mt. Pagan (18.13N,145.80E) in the Central Pacific 
on May 14 and 15, 1981. Fig.l clearly shows the gradual increase of 
plume temperature. This should not be due to the true decrease of 
plume altitude but to the dispersion. Hence, we have to use the 
temperature sensed in the vicinity above the crater, as far as we 
use the IR sensing for the altitude determination. 

3 Plume temperature and height estimate 
Mt.Mihara on Oshima Is., which is located about lOOkm south of 

Tokyo, had a great eruption at 4pm, 21 November, 1986. The image of 
plume three hours later,which was taken by the NOAA satel 1 ite(see T. 
Sakata,et a1.,(1986» is i I Justrated in Fig.2.ln this case the plume 
temperature at distances of 30-50km was found to be lO-15C higher 
than above the crater. This is similar to the case shown in Fig.l. 

Raob data available from the Hachiju Is. and Tateno stations, 
which are both about 200km away from the volcano, are shown in Fig. 
3. In this figure, an observation of Mt. Fuji is given as a refer
pence, which shows that the raob data obtained at the two stations 



are appl icable to the plume of Mt Mihara. 
We compared a few IR plume tempera res near the crater with 

the raob temperature and obtained plume height estimates ranging from 
4,500 to 6,000m with an average of about 5,200m. 

In addition we tes d a climatological model profile of atmos
pheric temperature. Since R. A. MacClatchey, et al.(1972), gave 
models for summer and winter at middle latitudes, we averaged their 
model profiles to arrive at an autumn profile, which is shown as 
Model T in Fig. 3. This model gives an average plume height in the 
order 5,5 m. 

Thus it may be conc! ded that t temperature method is used for 
estimating the altitude within a difference 1,500m or so through 
either the raob or cl imatoiogical prof e 
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As seen in Figures 2 and 3,the drift direction of the Mihara plume 
in the vicinity above the crater coincided with the raob wind 
direction at nearly the same altitudes in the order of 5,000m as the 
plume height which was estimated in the preceding section. At the 
downwind distances of about 150km, however, the plume changed its 
direction gradually toward the east north-east, which is in accord 
with the raob wind direction at higher altitudes of more than 8,000m 
in Fig.3. 

This means that the eruption plume initially rose rather rapidly 
to altitudes in the order of 5,000m and then continued very gradua1 ly 
to ascend whi Ie drifting farther. We should not conclude that the 
plume loses its buoyancy completely during the initial rise. In Fig.3 
there are no significant changes of the raob profi les from the alti
tude of about 7,000 to 10,500m, but a significant singularity of wind 
speed is seen at an altitude of about 10,500m. T re is, hence, a 
possibility that some material of the plume may have ascended as 
high as 10,500m. 
5 Use of para1 lax from the vie\.vs of t\.vo satell i tes 

If two sate! I ites view a plume simultaneously,the two images give 
rise to a para1 lax of views which would be used to determine the 
plume altitude. In the plume case, however, it is not easy to identify 
the same point of plume in the two images. In addition it can hardly 
be expected that two sate lites observe a plume without any time 
differernce. The parallax method, therefore, would not be accurate 
to determine the altitude in our case. 

Despite these restrictions we wi I 1 give an example of paral lax, 
since the parallax observations in general have rarely been made. In 
addition to the NOAA observation described in the preceding section, 
the Mt.Mihara's eruption \vas also observed by the GMS satellite an 
hou r eal~ 1 i e r. I n the G~1S observa t i on the plume i mage touched on the 
southernmost area of the B~su Peninsula shown in Fig. 2 and along 
its eastern coast, which is very diferent from the NOAA image 
clearly due to the parallax. This parallax would indicate that the 
plume was present at an altitude in the order of 10,000m or more at 
the downwind distance of about 150km. 
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It would be worthwhi Ie to note here that, according to unofficial 
information at the Japan Meteorological Agency,a weather radar at Mt. 
Fuji detected the plume at an altitude of 10,500m or more. On the 
other hand, however, a pilot of Japan Air Lines reported, with his 
naked eye, a plume altitude of about 8,000m. 
6 llorizontaJ displacement speed of an eruption plume 

With the use of the successive change in plume profi les as shown 
in Fig.l,horizontal displacement speeds of plume at various altitudes 
are obtained by observing the head of the downwind plume of the 
contours at temperatures. In Fig.4 concerning the Pagan plume a broken 
I ine shows the variation of displacement speed against the vertical 
axis indicating the temperature which corresponds to the height of 
the contour. 

We should not conclude that the profi Ie of the displacement speed 
thereby obtained is entirely the same or similar to that of the wind, 
though the p1ume material moves with the ambient air. A solid line 
in Fig.4 shows a wind profi Ie observed at Guam Is. which is located 
about 500 km south of Pagan. 

The difference between the two profi les in this figure is charac
terized by two facts as fol lows. 

( 1 ) Near the maximum altitude of plume,the displacement speed is 
much slower than the ambient wind. This should be caused by the plume 
dispersion as stated in section 2: the head of the plume at its high
est becomes thin to the point of becoming invisible with the increase 
in time and distance, and, consequently, the horizontal movement of 
plume becomes slow in appearance. 

( 2 ) At lower altitudes the displacement speed is much faster 
than the ambient wind. in order to explain this fact we have to con
sider the time required for the plume to rise from the lower to high
er altitudes. This plume rising takes a rather long time even in 
the intial stage of the rise, the speed of which was found to be of 
the order of less than O.lm/s at the higher part of the plume. The 
horizontal displacement of plume consequently starts earl ier at the 
lower altitudes,where some plume parcels lose their buoyancy. That is, 
the plume parcels at lower altitudes travel in advance and hence 
appear to move faster. Thus it is worth noting that the displacement 
speed is equal to the wind at a height a I ittle lower than the plume 
top. 
7 Thermal energy release through the rise in the plume 

G. A. Briggs (1969) proposed a formula for the thermal energy 
release through the rise in plume of a high power stack at an indus
trial plant, as follows. 

Q = 0.0264· h**3· u**3 • x**(-2) , 
where Q is the thermal energy release rate in mega watts, h the plume 
rise in meters above the stack top, u the mean wind speed in mls and 
x the horizontal diatance of plume in meters from the stack, and the 
double asterisks indicate the power or exponent. 

The above formula is derived under certain conditions which are 
not generally applicable to the eruption plume. In addition,the sate-
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!lite determination 0 h nd is very a pr ximate, as stated in the 
t preceding sectio As a ia for the distance x ess than 100 
or 150 km, however we used the above fo mula to estimate the value 
of Q wit h he use 0 b t a from the s t e i i tim age n due s t i -
mated from tab d tWit ut t raob wind data, the fact on the 
plume displacement, described at the ast part in Section 6, would be 
used in estimating the value of u. Concerning the eruption duration 
we used informati n given rom the sequential satellite observations 
or ground repo ts, an bt alues 0 he herma e rgy rele se 
in the eruption ume ( I at sever 1 v Ic nos. 

For compa ison of t e thermal ene gy release 
through juveni ), which a e alcula ed by a 
conventio e ddt escr bed in Y 
Sawada s repo e value Tpl n Tej ave bee plotted 
in Fig. 5, i e two ki ds 0 en rgy release are su prisingly 
wei 1 correl each ot r. he re tionship between t two 
quantities is exp essed by the follo\~i g equations( Erg in u it ). 

Tej 0* 92 T J* .91 
Tpl = 10**( 3.21) Tej**I. 

It shoul e oted re at t se equations are not applicable 
to some special volcanos such as those in Hawaii, Iceland and others 
in which a large lava flo\..; is not usually accompanied with a great 
eruption plume in their geological nature. Since such equations 
as expressed in the above w I be very impo tant prac ically, we need 
more satelli data for the verification. 
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increase f ai rl iners service the eruption plumes have 
been reported to be big hazards to a r navigation.There are many weI 1-
known active volcanos in the world,but some of them are not always 
monitored by ground stations n addition conventional ground 0 erva-
tions are especially not considered to accurate in estimating the 
plume altitude. Consequently the sa I I i observation is very useful 
in monitoring eruptions in 0 er to avoid aircraft damage. It should 
be stated here that, wi thout the sa I J i monitor there is generally 
a big delay in the information on eruption in certain areas of the 
world. 
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Fig. 5 Relation between two kinds of thermal energy release. One is 
energy through the eruption plume (Tpl) and the other through 
juveni Ie ejecta (Tej). 


